SAFE HOMES CANADA HOME INSPECTION REPORT
ADDRESS: xxxxxxx, Ontario
BUYER: xxxx
INSPECTOR: Andrew Christie, CET, PHPIC
DATE: September 27, 2014
AGE OF HOME: 120 years (approximately, main structure)
**The photo of the home has been removed for privacy.

Scope of the Report
This inspection is intended to assess the structure (including foundations, floors, walls
and roofs), building envelope (including roofing), mechanical systems (including heating
and plumbing), the attic space (including insulation), electrical systems and windows.
It is a visual inspection only (for the most part). The inspection was carried out on behalf
of, and as a service to, the buyer. Any non-visible elements, including buried pipes and
any water conditioning and filtering equipment are excluded from the inspection.
To provide a frame of reference, the ‘front’ of the home is the side facing the xxxx Line.

FOUNDATIONS
The building is reasonably plumb. There is no evidence of excessive or differential
settlement at the foundation level.
The foundation walls are not fully observable. Concrete or a concrete-like compound is
observable outside.

!
The inside face of the foundation has been completely covered with (likely) insulation
and (what appears to be) fire-proof material. It would not be surprising to see stone
masonry or an older concrete at the original walls if they were fully observable. It would

be prudent to ask the seller if they have photos that show the condition of the inside face
of the older walls (before the insulation was installed).
Poured concrete foundations were constructed at the right addition. Those walls are quite
stable, as observable. The deck prevents full observation. No significant cracks are
observable at the concrete walls.
Probable water staining is observable at a few locations at the floor and base of
foundations in the basement.

!
Some softening is evident (from long-term moisture or flood events) at the bottoms of the
wood posts. See the Floor section.

The keys to preventing further settlement and minimizing the probability of water entry
are to transport water well away from the building and fully seal all obvious entry points
for water at the building envelope, including at the foundation level.
Be sure to fully seal all open joints at door sills and basement windows, and maintain a
full seal at those locations. A window well or fully-sealed cover is required at the right
basement window.

!
The seller stated that the eaves trough down pipes have been connected to an in-ground
system that drains to the right part of the property line. This inspector likely should have

walked to the right property line to examine the end of the drainage system, and will be
pleased to return to the property to do so, free of charge.
Be sure to monitor the trough system and seal any leaks. Covers are in place at the
troughs.
Water and wildlife entry is a concern at the right wall, where the wood siding meets the
top of the foundation. (See first foundation photo above.) A flashing is recommended to
seal the junction.
The purpose of the chunk of wood that is embedded into the front section of the left
foundation wall (outside face) is not known.
At century homes water often infiltrates after storms and during winter/spring thaw
periods. Water entry is always a concern at country century homes. This report should not
be interpreted as a guarantee that water will not infiltrate.
Be sure to monitor sump pump function/cycling. It was tested and is functional. If the
sump cycles often, be sure to install a backup pump and a battery backup power supply
(battery or generator).
The foundation at the back left entry area (rear of the basement) is not observable
because of the deck and siding/grade configuration. The floor feels like a wood assembly
underfoot. It may be a slab below a wood floor assembly. The future replacement or
alteration of the deck will facilitate access to ensure the siding/foundation junction is
fully sealed to prevent water entry.
It is recommended that the front exterior landing/wood siding junction and the right deck/
siding junction be fully sealed (caulked).

!

WALL SYSTEMS

The wood siding is stable. It was gently prodded with a knife at various locations to
confirm the absence of significant moisture decay.
The siding at the garage is susceptible to moisture decay where it is in contact with the
earth.
Obviously, the buyer should expect maintenance at the siding and other exterior wood.
Some re-painting will be necessary in the near future at two of the rear wall surfaces.
The joints where the vertical wood mouldings meet the siding have not been caulked.
They are normally caulked. While not critical work, it is recommended that all moulding/
siding joints be fully sealed.

!
Narrow cap flashings/mouldings are in place along the top edges of some of the
windows. At a number of locations – including above the right low roof – the top
mouldings require caulking above the windows.

!

Caulking is recommended at the bottom edge of the metal junction flashing where the
right low roof meets the higher part of the wall.

Some caulking is required at mechanical penetrations.

FLOOR STRUCTURE
See the Foundation section. The floors are somewhat out of level, which is fairly normal
for a century home.
The bottom of the front post in the main basement has softened somewhat. It may be
most practical to cut the bottom and fasten a chunk of concrete under it.

!
Formal fastening is recommended at all post/beam junctions to ensure stability. That
includes at the tops of the steel posts in the garage.

Significant moisture decay was not found at any members in the basement, although
some softening was found in the bellies (undersides) of a few log beams. No action is
recommended, beyond maintaining low relative humidity in the basement.
This inspector (had intended to) and would like to double check the support at the
basement stair stringers, perhaps after the buyer takes possession.
Board sheathing bears upon lumber joists in the back right (addition) section.
Planks are supported by logs and timbers in the original basement. The logs have moved
laterally somewhat over the decades. The left ends of one of the front right section logs
now has minimal bearing. It should be monitored. A chunk of blocking (extra support) or
fastening would be a benefit.

!
It is critical that a low relative humidity level be maintained in the basement to prevent
possible moisture decay at floor members. If the relative humidity is allowed to be
consistently high, the floor assembly will be at risk (of moisture decay).

ROOFING
The shingles at the original part of the home and above the rear low roof appear to be
about a decade from replacement, best estimate.

!
The type of shingle used is somewhat prone to ripping, as evidenced by the dozen or so
ripped shingles, including at the rear low roof and at the front edge of the high roof.

!
Invite a roofer to patch all ripped and damaged shingles.

!

Fastening is required at the metal flashing under the front dormer. Then caulk all nail
heads.

The spacing between the planks in the main attic may cause premature degradation of the
shingles. The spacing between the garage roof planks is much larger, and has caused
some premature degradation of shingles. Some fastening is required at the garage roof
shingles, as well as some cleaning of mosses. (Significant work will obviously be
necessary to improve (cover or replace) the garage sheathing. Additional rafters and/or
braces will likely be necessary at the garage roof structure.
It is not possible to confidently predict the remaining useful life at the garage shingles
because of the plank configuration. (The surface of the roof is very wavy.)

!
The shingles at the low roof at the right addition are very close to the end of their useful
life, and should be replaced in the next year or two. The roof could leak there any time.

!

The rubberized membrane at the front balcony has not been formally installed/sealed.
Invite a roofer to do so. Some membranes require sun protection (UV). Ask the seller (if
desired) whether they have a specification for the product.

As noted, be sure to maintain a full seal at all junctions where the low roofs meet the
higher walls, and at chimneys.
It would be prudent to create an access into the rear low roof and right low roof spaces to
facilitate improvement of insulation. In light of the age of those parts of the home, the
building code likely required only R32 at the time of construction. It is strongly
recommended that R50 be provided at all roofs, to match the current building code.
Plank sheathing bears upon rafters at the main attic. All spaces larger than about two
inches between the planks require additional sheathing (repairs or chunks of wood, about
8 locations).

!
It may be most practical to add plywood over the rafters before re-shingling. A metal roof
would not require additional sheathing.

!

A thin layer of old loose cellulose is in place under the floor boards. Depending upon the
buyers’ plans to renovate, it may be most practical to remove the old insulation. It has
been contaminated somewhat by mouse and bat droppings. Three test holes were dug to
confirm the absence of vermiculite and (a significant amount of) bat guano.
Attic ventilation is difficult to assess, as small holes have been created through blown
insulation at the eaves.

!
Again, the plan relating to ventilation will be driven by the nature of renovations.

WINDOWS
The windows have been updated to thermal units throughout. The windows are newer but
not new. They are functional, mechanically, and there is no evidence of thermal seal
failure.

ELECTRICAL
The total power service appears to be 100 amps, which is likely adequate for this home,
depending upon occupant requirements.
The breaker panel is located at the right wall in the basement.
None of the contactors in the panel have been doubled up.
One tin-cladded wire appears black. Tightening or revision may be necessary there. The
seller was shown the hot wire.
Excluding the tin-cladded circuit, all the observable wiring is copper.
One or two live knob and tube circuits were found at the underside of the main floor, and
another was found by digging through insulation in the attic.

!

!
Receptacles are a combination of grounded and ungrounded. Part of the electrical system
has been upgraded. No urgent action is required at ungrounded power that is not near
water, but the home insurance company will likely demand that all live knob and tube

wiring be eliminated. It will be necessary to invite an experienced electrician to
determine how much live knob and tube wiring remains in use. Most of the power in the
non-master bedrooms and at the front part of the main floor is ungrounded.
A hot/neutral reverse condition was found at the left central bedroom.
GFCI (ground fault circuit interrupter) protection has been provided at all wet locations,
which is appropriate. However, the GFCI receptacle in the front bathroom, second floor,
is not functional; simply replace it. Because that circuit is ungrounded, it presents a safety
hazard near water.
Have all required work carried out by a qualified electrician.

HEATING/COOLING
The home is heated by a newer gas-fired furnace, which is providing heat throughout.
The furnace is direct vented.
The gas fireplace is functional, as are the two exhaust fans associated with it.
The ignitor was tested also.
Fully sealed caps are recommended at the brick chimneys.
See the Safety section regarding asbestos.

PLUMBING
The water supply is a well. The sanitary disposal system is a septic system. The well and
septic systems are excluded from this inspection. The buyer should seek to build a
comfort level relating to both those systems. An older well appears to remain available
for possible use (as stated by the seller).
Fixtures are functional, but the water flow at the ensuite bathtub is quite weak, for
reasons unknown.
The plumbing vent system, the hot water tank and hose bibs are excluded from the
inspection.
Supply pipes are copper. There is no obvious galvanized pipes. (Home insurance
companies often demand that galvanized pipes be removed.)

Drains are ABS plastic and copper.
An ultraviolet (UV) treatment system and some kind of filtering/sediment system are in
place, which are a benefit.
All filtering and water conditioning elements are excluded from the inspection.

INTERIOR FINISHES
Interior finishes are excluded from the inspection.
Minor caulking is required in bathrooms, including at the ensuite shower sill.

WATER CONTROL AND SITE DRAINAGE
See the Foundation and Roofing sections. Expect re-spiking and cleanout over the years.
Be sure to extend the down pipes that are dumping on the low roof so they drain into the
lower troughs.

HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
The appliances were not tested. Be sure to test all appliances – including the furnace – on
the date of possession.
The pool, hot tub and all associated equipment are excluded from the inspection.

HOME AND CHILD SAFETY
See the Foundation, Walls, Floors, Fungi, Electrical, Roofing and Heating sections.
Beware the falling hazard at the basement stair, where no guard rail is in place, and at the
front balcony where the guard rail is low.
Beware the drowning hazards at the hot tub and pool.
Chunks and sheets of probable asbestos were found at the underside of the floor assembly
and on ducts at the basement.

!
Some pieces are hanging loosely. All loose asbestos should be removed or stabilized.

!
Current standards involve fully coating all accessible asbestos with an approved
compound.

!
It may be most practical to soak loose pieces and simply dispose of them. The buyer may
wish to invite input from an Environmental specialist and have the asbestos formally
addressed/made safe.

!

It is likely that the asbestos extends up through the walls on the ducts, which is normal
for century homes. The older diffuser covers have been painted into place. Asbestos
within walls does not present a health concern if not disturbed.

FIRE SAFETY
Alarms were not inspected. Make sure a functional smoke and co detector is in place on
all levels. See the Electrical and Heating sections.
Occupant safety relating to alarms and means of egress is completely excluded from the
inspection.

FUNGI, WILDLIFE AND INSECTS
Maintaining low relative humidity in the basement, and eliminating specific sources of
possible water infiltration (including at the building envelope), are keys to preventing
mould production. See the Foundation and Wall sections. It will be necessary/practical to
run a de-humidifier or two in the basement to help lower relative humidity.
A very slight damp odour is evident when entering through the left entry. It may simply
relate to the proximity of the basement door, but water entry under the floor is a concern.
Be sure to follow all steps in the Foundation and Wall sections.
There is no evidence of significant mould in the home. Very minor possible moulds are
observable at the inside face of the roof sheathing, but no action is recommended there.

!
There is no exhaust fan in the front bathroom. While not a requirement, it would be a
benefit to install an exhaust fan there that vents outside. The duct that supports the ensuite

exhaust fan is informal. Replace it with a modern, insulated duct. It is recommended that
exhaust fan ducts be run upward to roof-mounted fixtures when practical.
Run exhaust fans enthusiastically in colder months to help effectively exchange moist
interior air and prevent possible condensation at the insides of the windows and help
promote healthy indoor air. Timers are recommended for bathroom exhaust fans.
Sealing the bottoms of roof valleys and all flashings – including dormer flashings - will
help prevent wildlife/insect entry.
A small amount of bat guano mice droppings were observed in the attic.

!
It does not present a significant health concern as it is a small quantity, but all possible
entry points for bats should be eliminated. Some cleanup is obviously required there.

A fair amount (pile) of raccoon droppings was found in the right barn’s attic. It presents a
health hazard and should be eliminated. The area should be sanitized.

OUTSIDE STRUCTURES
See the Roofing and Floor Structure sections regarding the garage.
The barns appear stable based upon a brief examination. Supports are recommended
under the bowed beams at the right barn.

!
A rust-inhibiting paint may be practical to try to preserve metal roofing.

Strive to eliminate all earth/wood contact around the bottoms of the barn wall assemblies.
All beam and post junctions should be thoroughly inspected after taking possession.
Fences and sheds were not inspected.
The wood decks are stable but worn.
The wood has softened somewhat at the bottoms of front veranda posts and at the
balcony guard rail, but not action is recommended beyond maintaining protective paint.

Andrew Christie, CET, PHPIC

